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ackstreet Boys will be among the performers
at the 2018 MTV Video Music Awards red
carpet pre-show.  The ‘I Want It That Way’
hitmakers and newcomers Bazzi and Bryce

Vine will warm up guests as they arrive at Radio City
Music Hall in New York City on August 20. It has not
been announced which song the boyband - comprised of
Nick Carter, Kevin Richardson, Brian Littrell, AJ McLean
and Howie Dorough - will perform yet. Pop stars Ariana
Grande and Shawn Mendes and rappers Post Malone and
Travis Scott are among performers at the main ceremony.
Jennifer Lopez is this year’s recipient of the Michael
Jackson Video Vanguard Award, following in the foot-
steps of past honorees including Beyonce, Justin
Timberlake, Madonna, Janet Jackson and Pink. Speaking
about being selected for the prize, she previously said: “I
grew up in the MTV era. I was watching all the way back
from Tina Turner, Bruce Springsteen and Madonna and

Janet [Jackson] and Michael [Jackson], all of them. They
were my inspirations to get into the music business, to do
what I did. Their videos inspired me to do the videos I
did. Now, to be 20 years in and here and winning this
award, it’s just mind blowing.” ‘Bodak Yellow’ hitmaker
Cardi B leads the way with the most nominations, having
stacked up a whopping 10 nods in total, although it is
unknown whether or not she’ll be able to attend the cere-
mony, after giving birth to her daughter Kulture Kiari -
whom she has with rapper Offset - just over a month ago.
Closely behind her are Jay Z and BeyoncÈ - who released
their joint album ‘Everything is Love’ earlier this year -
who have eight nominations for their collaborative effort,
whilst Childish Gambino and Drake both secured seven
nods, and Bruno Mars bagged six. The red carpet pre-
show airs live on MTV from 8pm.
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lash is keeping tight-
lipped about the
prospect of new music
from Guns N’ Roses.

The 53-year-old guitar slayer
recently teased the chances of a
new record, but now he’s refused
to comment as to whether the
heavy metal band’s frontman Axl
Rose has sent him new songs to
approve. In an interview with
Rolling Stone magazine he was
asked if himself and guitarist Duff
McKagan will be recording parts
on any new songs, to which he
replied: “I think probably the best
way to look at is, if something
happens, then it happens. There
you go.” Asked if the ‘Sweet Child
O’ Mine’ singer performed the
tracks to him, he coyly added:
“Yeah. You know what? I’m not
lighting that fuse.” The ‘Civil War’
rockers - also comprised of
Richard Fortus and Dizzy Reed -
are currently on their ‘Not In This
Lifetime World Tour’, but the

future of the band appears to be
left open at this stage, with Slash
explaining that overcoming his
“bulls**t with Axl, 56, has left
them in an unexpected position.
He admitted recently: “There’s not
a lot for me to say about it except
that it’s been a huge weight off my
shoulders. As soon as we started
the rehearsals Axl and I got past a
couple of decades’ worth of
bulls**t, and found the cama-
raderie again. “It was only meant
to be two shows and a couple of
warm-up gigs. Now we’re touring
the world.” Teasing the possibility
of a new record, Slash said: “It’s
been talked about. I think every-
body wants to do it, and we’ll just
see what happens. We’ve been
busy doing this running around
the planet.” Guns N’ Roses’ last
record was 2008’s ‘Chinese
Democracy’.
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on Perlman and
Michael Pitt will star in
‘Run With the Hunted’.
The pair have joined

the cast of the indie-drama, which
will be written and directed by
John Swab.  They join William
Forsythe, Mark Boone Jr, Brad
Carter, Dree Hemingway, Slaine,
Brad Carter, Kylie Rogers, Sam
Quartin and Gore Abrams in the
movie, which tells the story of a
young man who commits murder
to save his best friend. He is
forced to leave her behind when
he runs away from their hometown
and falls in with a gang. 15 years
later she starts working with a pri-
vate investigator and decides to
find the man who saved her life.
Swab - who is also producing the
movie - told The Hollywood
Reporter: “The diverse cast we’ve
assembled each brings something
different to the film, and we’re
thrilled to be able to tell the story
with this group of people that
includes both veteran actors and
newcomers.” Jeremy M. Rosen will
also produce the movie, while
Perlman, Wes Hull, Viviana

Zarragoitia, Ali Jazayeri, Scott
Thomas, Giles Daoust, Catherine
Dumonceaux, David Lugo, Josh
Crook, Todd Remis, David
Moscow and Renee Willett will
executive produce.  Meanwhile, it
was previously revealed that
‘Stranger Things’ star David
Harbour will take over from
Perlman as the titular character in
the ‘Hellboy’ reboot. The plot fol-
lows Hellboy as he battles with a
medieval evil wizard who is hell-
bent on destroying humankind.
Milla Jovovich will star as the
Blood Queen and Ian McShane as
Professor Broom - the scientist
who adopts the titular demon
child. Originally titled as ‘Hellboy:
Rise of the Blood Queen’, it was
previously reported that the
reboot will simply go by the name
of ‘Hellboy’. Unlike the original
franchise by Guillermo del Toro -
which was PG13 - this film will be
R-rated, following in the footsteps
of other successful R-rated
movies including ‘Deadpool’ and
‘Logan’.
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Mackie to star
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in the Window 

nthony Mackie is in talks
to star in ‘The Woman in
the Window’.  The
‘Captain America’ actor

could be set to join Amy Adams and
Gary Oldman in Joe Wright’s new
movie, which is an adaptation of the
book by A.J. Finn, Variety reports.
Adams, 43, is set to play the role of
Dr Anna Fox, who hides away in her
New York home, where she drinks
excessively and spends time spying
on those around her. Gary Oldman
will star as the patriarch of the fami-
ly that lives across the street.  The
film - which also features Julianne
Moore, Wyatt Russell and Brian
Tyree Henry - takes a dark turn
when Adams’ character witnesses
something she shouldn’t have from
her own apartment. Tracy Letts has
adapted the screenplay, while Scott
Rudin and Eli Bush are producing.
Before beginning production on ‘The
Woman in the Window’, Anthony is
completing work on ‘Point Blank’,
the Netflix remake of the 2010
French crime drama by Fred Cavaye.
The plot is closely tied to the origi-
nal film, with Mackie playing a nurse
whose pregnant wife is kidnapped
by a murder suspect at his hospital.
A synopsis for the original film stat-
ed: “Samuel, a nurse working at a
hospital when his pregnant wife is
kidnapped before his very eyes.
Knocked unconscious, he comes to
and discovers that a dangerous
criminal named Sartet is responsible,
and if he’s ever to see his wife again,
he must do Sartet’s bidding. “Samuel
quickly finds himself pitted against
rival gangsters and trigger-happy
police in a deadly race to save the
lives of his wife and unborn child.”
Cavaye previously opened up about
his ambitions for the project, saying
that he wanted to provoke an emo-
tional response from the audience.
He said: “I wanted to make an inter-
active film, make it so that the viewer
runs with the protagonist, at the
same time. I wanted to make an
entertaining film, one that gives the
viewer a maximum of emotion.” The
new movie is directed by Joe Lynch,
who worked on the action/horror
‘Mayhem’, while Adam G. Simon has
written the screenplay.
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aura Dern is reportedly in
talks to star in Greta
Gerwig’s adaptation of
‘Little Women’. The 51-

year-old actress - who stars in the
hit TV series ‘Big Little Lies’ - has
held discussions about joining the
movie’s star-studded cast, which
features the likes of Meryl Streep,
Emma Stone, Florence Pugh and
Saoirse Ronan, according to The
Hollywood Reporter. The upcoming
movie is based on Louisa May
Alcott’s novel of the same name,
which tells the story of four sisters
as they transition from childhood to
womanhood. Nothing has been offi-
cially revealed about Laura’s poten-
tial role, but it’s been speculated
that she may be wanted for the part
of the girls’ mother, Margaret.
Greta, 35 - who directed 2017’s
‘Lady Bird’ - has been hired to write
the script and she is also expected
to direct the project. Greta received
Best Director and Best Original
Screenplay nominations at the

Academy Awards for ‘Lady Bird’
and although she ultimately didn’t
win either accolade, she hopes her
success will inspire other female
filmmakers. Speaking prior to the
awards ceremony, she shared: “I
remember very well when Sofia
Coppola was nominated for Best
Director and won Best Screenplay
[for ‘Lost in Translation’ in 2004]
and what that meant to me. “And I
remember when Kathryn Bigelow
won for Best Director and how it
seemed as if possibilities were
expanded because of it.  “I genuine-
ly hope that what this means to
women of all ages - young women,
women who are well into their
careers - is that they look at this
and they think, ‘I want to go make
my movie.’ Because a diversity of
storytellers is incredibly important
and also I want to see their movies. I
want to know what they have to
say! So I hope that’s what it does.”
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ale characters outnumbered their
female counterparts by two to one
in Hollywood’s most successful films,
research shows. A report published

in the journal ‘Sex Roles’, which has been
authored by Conor Neville and Phyllis
Anastasio of Saint Joseph’s University, has
underlined the extent of the gender gap in
America’s film industry, showing that a little
over 32 percent of characters in 50 of
America’s top-grossing movies of 2016 were
female. However, a similar study in 2005 found
that 28 percent of all characters and 27 percent
of lead roles were filled by women, suggesting
the overall landscape has marginally improved.
Neville explained: “Progress has been made,
but men still outnumber women two to one in
film, which means that the more powerful rep-
resentations of women seen in our sample are

not getting the screen exposure comparable to
their proportion in the real world.” In recent
years, a number of Hollywood’s most high-pro-
file female stars have bemoaned the lack of
opportunities for women in the movie business.
But Shailene Woodley has praised Nicole
Kidman and Reese Witherspoon for “reshap-
ing” the entertainment industry. The 26-year-
old star worked with the Oscar-winning
actresses on ‘Big Little Lies’ - which was
developed and produced by the pair - and is
grateful for what they have been doing to pro-
mote opportunities for women. She said:
“They’ve reshaped the industry for women and
continue to do so, so that actors like myself and
Zoe [Kravitz, her co-star] can have that liberty
to express ourselves and thrive in an environ-
ment that doesn’t class us as a minority or
devalue our worth due to our gender.” Despite

this, Shailene believes there is still a long way
to go and that true equality will only have been
achieved when gender stops being a point of
reference. She added: “We need to stop refer-
encing gender entirely. “‘Big Little Lies’ was
referred to as a ‘show led by five women’.
When do we ever say, ‘Wow! A show led by
five men, that’s amazing’? “It describes the
standard and level we’re still at and I want to
work towards a moment when we never think
to question or advertise such a thing. “I want it
to be the norm and it will be the norm - but
there’s a way to go.” — Bang Showbiz
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